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A method and conditions for reliable determination of the thermal con
ductivity of water-saturated ceram-ic .nixes in plastic sta,te are described. The 
moisture dependence of thermal conductivity, density and specific heat 
capacity of a water-saturated ponelain mix were determined experimentally. 
The moisture dependence of thermal conductivity of the porcelain mix was 
calculated and compared with experimental values. 

INTRODUCTION 

Mathematical modelling of the processes involved in the conduction of heat in an 
immobile medium requires, among others, also knowledge of the thermal conductivity 
of the system and its temperature dependence. If the medium is water-saturated 
ceramic mix in plastic state, one has also to know the dependence of the thermal 
conductivity on moisture content. 

As indicated by the literature [l, 2, 3, 4], determination of these data is far from 
simple and the results published are frequently controversial. The experimental 
data are mostly obtained by the heated wire method and not verified, with respect 
to their reliability, by other methods. 

The present study had therefore the aim to work out a method suitable for the 
determjnation of thermal conductivity of water-saturated ceramic mixes and its 
dependence on moisture content, and to verify the reliability of the results obtained 

THEORETICAL 

The conduction of heat in an imlllobile medium is described by heat balance in the 
· form [5, 6]:

(!CprJtT = -div q, (1) 

where e is density, Cp 
is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, T is tempera

ture, t is time and q is the heat flux, for which in an isotropic medium it holds that 

q = -lgradT, (2) 

where A is the coefficient of thermal conductivity. On the assumption that the 
material quantities .il, (!, C

p 
are constant, equation (1) acquires the following form for 

a one-dimensional situation: 
rJtT = (A/(!Cp) rJxxT 

and equation (2) has then the form 
q = -ilbxT,
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where x is the coordinate in the direction of heat conduction. 
There are two types of possible solutions of equations (3) and (4). The first includes 

solutions of non-stationary problems, and requires the knowledge of initial and 
boundary conditions describing the given experimental arrangement. The second 
type is concerned with a stationary situation which requires that just the boundary 
conditions are known. 

Method of  p lanar  heat  source  

If  a method for thermal conductivity determination is  to  be  worked out, i t  is 
convenient to base it on the known fact that the most plausible results are obtained 
by measurement in steady state, i.e. q = canst., btT = 0. 

On considering a plate-shaped body L in length, then by resolving equation (3) 
for the boundary conditions 

x= 0, 

x=L, 

one obtains the steady state temperature profile in the form 

(5) 

(6) 

If the heat source is a thin planar electric element, the heat flux produced by the 
source is described by the equation 

q = RI2/S, (7) 

where R is the source resistivity, I is the electric current and S is the source area 
while its thickness is neglected. 

On joining equations (4), (6) and (7) one obtains the following equation for the 
calculation of thermal conductivity: 

(8) 

The equation shows that for the calculation of A one has to know the temperature 
profile in the body T = T(x) and the heat flux q in steady state. The experimental 
arrangement of the method as well as the preparation of the bodies must take into 
account these conclusions and also the relationship A = J( W, T), where W is the 
moisture content in the mix. The conditions which the methods have to conform to 
can be formulated as follows: 

- reproducible preparation of the bodies with initial homogeneous moisture distribu
tion which must be constant in terms of time,

- one-dimensional conduction of heat through the body, attainment of steady
state, i.e. constancy of T1 and T2 , 

- negligible losses of heat from the source into the environment,
- the possibility of measuring T = T(x) and the electrical quantities.

EX-PER £MENTAL 

The experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 1 was chosen to ensure the conditions 
given above. Ceramic bodies 1 (3X3X3 cm in size), with uniform moisture content 
were prepared by drawing on a vacuum auger and coated with lacquer 2 to ensure 
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constant moisture content in the course of the measurement. An electric planar hea
ting element 4 (3 x 3 X 0. 1cm in size) was placed between the two bodies which 
were set on two hollow cubes /j kept at constant temperature T1. The temperature 
was kept constant by water heated in thermostat. 6. The remaining body surfaces 
were thermally insulated with expanded polystyrene 3 to rule out dissipation 
of heat into the environment. Onedimensional conduction of heat through the bodies 

3 

1 

2 

5 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the planar heat source method. 

was ensured by dissipation of heat through the cubes and by thermal insulation of 
the bodies. The DC source 8 ensured a constant flux from the heating element 
into the two bodies. When the resistance is known, the required electrical quan
tities are measured by an ammeter and a voltmeter. The temperature profiles were 
measured by a system of copper-konstantan thermocouples in differential connection, 
situated at various distances on the body axis. The position of the thermocouples 
was determined by measuring after cutitng up the bodies. The symmetrical arran
gement allowed two bodies to be measured in a single experiment. The thermal con
ductivity in one element is calculated from equation (8), which had the following 
form for the given arrangement: 

(9) 

where the values of T1 and T2 were obtained by approximation of the profile measured 
in the body, according to equation (6), by the least squares method. Typical 
temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 2. 

The thermal conductivity measurements were carried out on a water-saturated 
porcelain mix with a moisture content W = (24.5 ± 0.2) %- The values obtained 
from 12 measurements are listed in Table I. The dependence of thermal conductivity 
on moisture content was measured over the range of WE <30 %, 14 %) by steps 
of 2 %- Each moisture content was measured at least four times. The resultant 
dependence is plotted in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2. Experimentally determined temperature profiles in the bod,iea. 
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Fig. 3. Depencknce of thermal conductivity on moisture content in the mix. 

Table I 

Thermal conductivity of a ceramic mix with a moisture content 
of 24.5 % 

I Measurement No., 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
ll 
12 

3.40 
3.20 
3.20 
3.20 
3.19 
3.42 
3.56 
3.67 
3.52 
3.69 
3.60 
3.60 

)./Wm-1 K-1 

l = (3.4 ± 0.2) Wm-• K-t 
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DISCUSSION 

The mean value of thermal conductivity of the porcelain mix with a moisture 
content of W = 24.5 % was J. = (3.4 ± 0.2) W m-1 K-1• The dispersion of the mean 
value indicates that the method allows .il to be determined with an error of about 
6 %- The moisture dependence of thermal conductivity determined over the interval 
W E (14 %, 30 %) was approximated by a parabolic dependence in the form 

;. = A + BW + owz,

where the constants•had the following values: 

A = -l.275xl0-2 W m-1 K-1, 

B = 2.683x10-1 W m-1 K-1%-1, 

C = -5.325xIO-JW m-•K-1%-2. 

(10) 

(11) 

The reliability of the experimentally established .il values can be verified by comparing 
the temperature diffusivity of the mix calculated for known e, cp according to the 
equation 

(12) 

with the value determined experimentally. The quantities e and Cp are likewise 
functions of the moisture content in the mix. The dependence of mix density on 
moisture content was determined by weighing the bodies and measuring their volume 
in kerosene: 

e = (2,883 - 24.08 W) (13) 

The method of DSC calorimetry*) was used to determine the dependence of Cp on 
moisture content: 

Cp = (1,107.1 + 34.73 W) J kg-1 K-t. (14) 

The functional relationships (10), (11), (13) and (14) were used to calculate the 
dependence of thermal diffusivity on moisture content. The dependence was de
termined experimentally for the same porcelain mix by the two-source method in [7]. 
The calculated and the experimentally determined dependences are plotted in 
Fig. 4. The courses of the curves can be assessed by calculating the dispersion a2 

or standard deviation 'a around the regression parabola according to equation (S): 

(15) 

where av is the calculated thermal diffusivity, aexp is the thermal diffusivity de
termined experimentally and n is the number of data. If the experimental dependence 
aexp = aexp( W) is a regression curve, the value of the standard deviation is a =
= 3 X 10-9 m2 s-1 and implies a small dispersion between the two relationships. 

*) The measurement was carried out by Ing. J. Endrys, CSc., Depaartment of Thermal 
Analysis, Institute of Chemical Technology, Prague. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the dependence of thermal conductivity of the mix on ita moisture content; 
1 - calculated, 2 - measured. 

CONCLUSION 

Both the experimental and the calculated results showed that the planar heat 
source method allows the dependence of the thermal conductivity of a water-
111aturated ceramic mix in plastic state on moisture content to be determined reliably. 
For a porcelain mix, this relationship has the following form over the moisture con
tent interval WE (14%, 30%): 

A= (-l.285XI0-2 + 2.683x10-1 w - 5.325XI0-3 W2) w m-1 K-1. 

Using the new method, supplemented with the determination of the dependence 
of density and specific heat content on moisture content, it is possible to obtain the 
dependence of thermal diffusivity of ceramic mixes on moisture content while the 
results are comparable to those of the two-thermal-sources method. 
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Pro stanovenf tcpelne vodivosti vodou nasyce?1e keramicke smesi v plastickem stavu je 
vypracovana metoda plosneho zdroje tepla, pi-i niz je vedenf tepla jednorozmerne. Jsou 
urceny poclminky motocly pro spolPhlive stanovcni tepelne vodivosti smesi. Experimentalne je 
stanovena vlhkostnf zavislost tt•pclne vodivosti A, hustoty (! a mern�ho frpla c

p 
vodou nasyceno 

porcelanovo smesi ve tvaru: 

A = (-1,285. 10-2 + 2,683. 10-1 W - 5,325. I0-3 W2) Wm-1 K-1, 

(! = (2 883 - 24,08 W) kg m-3, 

cp = (1 l07,l + 34,73 W) J kg-• K-1• 

Zavislosti jsou platne pro interval vlhkosti We (14 % , 30 %)- Zc zfskanych udaju vypoctene. 
vlhkostni zavislost teplotni vodivosti porcelanove smesi je porovnana s jejim prubehem, 
stanovenym metodou dvou tcpelnych zdroju, a zjistena dobra vzajemna shoda. 

Obr. 1. Schema metody plosneho zdroje tepla. 
Obr. 2. Namefene teplotni profily v telesech. 
Obr. 3. Zavislost tepelne vodivosti na vlhkoati amesi. 
Ob�. 4. Porovnani vlhkostni zavislosti teplotni vodivosti smesi; J - vypoctena, 2 - namlfena.

ODPEAEJIEHME TE DJIO IIPO BOAH OCT II 
HEPAMHqECHOI1 C.MECH 

Mpmn faupna, 8ua fperopoua, <DpaHTHIIIeK Oynpmu, <DpaHTmneK IlemeK 

1w<fie8pa mexno.1w2uu cu.11,ut.anwfJ X ruiut.o-mexno.11,02u1«?ct.oc0 uncmmmyma 
166 28 flpaca 6

AnH orrpene,IeHHH TerrnorrpoBoAH0CTH HacLJ�eHHOii uonoii KepaMnqecKoii cMecn B rrnac
THqecK0M C0CT0HHHII paapa6oTaJin MeT0A IIJI0CK0TH0I'0 HCTQqHnKa TeIIJia, B K0T0p0M rrpouo;1 
Terrna cqnmeTcH onHopaaMepHLIM. OrrpeneJIHJIH ycJI0BHH MeTona HanemHoro orrpeneneHnH 
TeIIJT0rrp0B0)].H0CTH CMecn. 8m:rrepnMeHTaJlhHhIM nyTeM ycTaH0BHJIH ;JUBIICIIM0CTh BJiaro
conepmaHHH Terrnonp0B0)l.H0CTlf A, II.'I0TH0CTH (! H y;i,eJihH0I'0 Terr.;ia Cp Hachll�eHHOii B0)1.0H 
qiaptpopouoii cMecn B Bni-1,e: 

;. = (-1,285. 10-2 + 2,683. 10-1 w - 5,325. 10-3 W2) WM- 1K-1, 

(! = (2883 - 24,08 W) KrM-3
, 

cp = (1107,1 + 34,73 W) 1.v1rnr-1K-1• 

3aBHCHMOCTH ('Upauc,1:rnBhl ;\.iIH HHTepBa.'Ia BJialliH0CTH WE (14 %, 30 %). Wa rroJiyqeHHhIX 
)].aHHhIX pacr•111TaHH1\H 3aBHl'llM0CTh "BJJal'0C0,'l,epmamrn TemrnrrpoB0i-(H0CTII qiap<jiopoBOW 
CMerH conorTaBJIHCTl'H (". ee X0/(0M, yrTaH0BJieHHhlM (" II0M0�hIO MCT0i-(a B/(YX TepMH'Ie('KHX 
HCT0'IHHK0B H ycTaH0Bl1Jlll xopowec B8aHMH0e cor.1acHe. 

Puc. 1. Cxe.Ma .11,emooa n.11,oc,;omH020 uc111011.nut.a men.11,a. 
Puc. 2. Ha.1iepem,bie me.MnepamypHble npo<fiu.11,u e me.11,ax. 
Puc. 3. 3a6ucu.1ionnb men.11,onpoeoiJnocmu om e.11,a:>1eHocmu c.Mecu. 
Puc. 4. Conocmac.ieHue aaeucu.Mocmu e.11,ac0co8ep:>1eaHu1i men.11,onpoeoiJnocmu cMecu: 1 - pac

c<t1wrn1uta.'l, 2 -� 1w.MepeH1U11i. 

8. MEZINARODNf KONFERENCE O JfLOVE HMOTt ,,AIPEA" v DEN
VERU, USA 

Osma mezinarodni konference AIPEA ( = Mezinarodni asociace pro vyzkum jilovll hmoty) 
se konala v Denveru, Colorado, ve dnech 28. 7. az 2. 8. 1985 za organizacniho zajisteni ame
rickou Spolecnosti pro vyzkum jilovych materialu (The Clay Minerals Society) a filialkou 
Geologickeho ustavu v Denveru (U. S. Geological Survey). Cilem AIPEA je podporovat 
mezinarodni spolupraci pfi vyzkumu a technologii jilove hmoty. Jednim ze zakladnich ukohi 
AIPEA je organizovat mezinarodni setkani odborniku vsech zemi sveta, na nichz se formou 
prednasek, kurzu, exkurzi, vystav a vzajemnych diskusi seznamuji odbornici so soucasnym 
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